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Special points of interest 

• John Ross runs 4.22 on Zybek 
Timing Equipment  

• Zybek tests 10k athletes in 9 weeks 

• Oklahoma University selects Zybek 
Sports as their technology for what 
might be the sophisticated training 
facility ever built. 

IT’S BEEN A WHILE, AND THE TRUTH IS... 

Well—the truth is, that we miss you. 

It’s hard to believe that we are almost half-way through 2017, as I 

have no idea where the time went? Zybek has made numerous 

changes recently and we wanted to share the good news. 

We are fully aware of some of the growing pains we have gone 

through over the last 10 years—to be expected when you are a 

small, privately funded company that makes everything from our 

timers to our force plates in house. (Yes. We make force plates!) 

Rest assured, we have listened  to your feedback and we are in the 

process of using that information to build a better Zybek Sports 

from the ground up. As we go through these improvements we look 

forward to continuing to do business with you.  

We also hope  that you give this newsletter a read before tossing it 

(or deleting it, or using it to line the bottom of your digital bird 

cage.) There’s some great information on our new products, ad-

vancements in technology, and some tips on a variety of topics. 

Stick with us. We’re going places. 

 

-John Antognoli (on behalf of the whole team at Zybek Sports) 
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TRAIN. TEST. ACHIEVE. 



LASERS DON’T LIE! 

Stopwatches are not to blame for 

all the problems in recruiting, but 

they certainly aren’t helping. Hand 

timing can both hurt and help an 

athlete given how much the time 

varies every time. 

Let’s say Athlete 1 ran his 40-yd 

dash and was timed on a Stop-

watch and FAT Timer.  

 40-yd dash (Hand Time) - 4.55 secs 

 40-yd dash (Fully Auto) – 4.75 secs 

Athlete 2 is timed the same. 

 40-yd dash (Hand Time) - 4.45 secs 

 40-yd dash (Fully Auto) – 4.75 secs 

If both athletes are reporting the 
hand times, Athlete 2 ‘appears to 
be faster’ than Athlete 1. But fully 
automated times show that both 
athletes ran the same. Unfortu-
nately, by using hand times, these 
athletes are playing roulette with 
their future.  

 So athletes, Do you feel lucky? 

This past weekend The New Speed Combine Series invaded Columbus, Ohio and the 

Buckeye State certainly didn’t disappoint. Making the weekend even more special, Zybek 

achieved a special milestone by surpassing the 10,000 athletes tested mark at the event.  

Columbus was the 9th stop for the combine series, which is sponsored by heavy hitters 

Adidas and the NCSA. If you are not familiar with the NCSA, they are the largest recruit-

ing organization in the country and 

they place more athletes in scholar-

ship programs than any other re-

cruiting agency in the world.  

Zybek has been at each and every 

event with 8 lanes of the 40-yd dash 

running exactly as we do at the NFL 

Combine, with a Hand Start and 

Fully Electronic Start both being 

recorded for each athlete.  

Athletes are given the full Standard-

ized Athletic Test, which consists of the Pro-Agility, the L-Drill, the Standing Broad Jump 

and Vertical.  Basically the NFL Combine without the Bench Press. 

Attendees are assigned unique bar codes upon arrival by the Zybek PowerPack Software; 

this allows he data on each athlete to easily be compiled. After testing, Zybek provides 1-

page scorecards and gives the option to purchase an Expanded Assessment Report. These 

reports are 40+ pages of personalized performance tips and comparative data— helping 

athletes who purchase increase their chances of improving their scores and ranking. 

For more, check out the Rivals.com Website  and read About S.A.T. Testing Centers 

“Sometimes there's no substitute for a vertical receiver who can blow the top of a 
defense, especially one who can score TDs at an aggressive rate.” 

7 YEARS AND RUNNING AT THE NFL COMBINE 

RIVALS.COM NEW SPEED COMBINE SERIES  

Every year the NFL Scouting Combine 

gets bigger, and this year it got faster 

thanks to Washington Wideout John Ross 

and his blazing 4.22 second 40-yd dash. 

This is the 7th year that Zybek Timing 

Equipment has been used to measure the 

world’s most important 40-yd dash and 

we were impressed to see that run   from 

up close. 

As you can see in the photo, our red tri-

pods line the track in Indianapolis so we 

can measure the athletes true times as 

accurately as 3 decimal points.  

During each run, we record both a hand 

start / laser finish, and a fully automated 

time (FAT) that starts when the athlete 

lifts their hand and unblocks the sensor. 

“Official times” utilize our electronic hand 

start, which is a button pressed when the 

athlete leaves the line; the 10-yd, 20-yd 

and 40-yd times are all fully automated.  

FAT times are the most accurate method 

of measurement, and can be a let down to 

many athletes who are used to being timed 

by a stopwatch. This  is why every athlete 

runs “faster” at their pro day than at the 

scouting combine. For more on this, you 

can check out the following article: 

Why Athletes Run Faster at Pro Days. 
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https://n.rivals.com/news/announcing-the-2017-rivals-camp-series-presented-by-adidas
https://www.zybeksports.com/pages/become-a-standardized-athletic-testing-center
https://www.sporttechie.com/nfl-draftees-running-faster-40s-pro-day-nfl-combine/


How it’s Done: Automated 
Video and Photos 

Since we build our timers from the  

board up and we write the software 

code from scratch, we have total 

control over the features we add to 

our timers. 

One such feature is the Automated 

Video feature in our PowerPack 

series of timers. 

Since these timers use a computer 

running our software, we can pull 

off some pretty cool tricks and 

video is definitely one of the best. 

Essentially, the laptop allows the 

timer and the camera to talk to 

each other and run in sync. 

How does this work? 

Imagine the camera is always 

rolling, but the laptop is not cap-

turing the footage until it gets the 

signal from the laptop. What this 

allows us to do is to have a video 

perfectly in sync with the  timer 

and display the time on the video 

screen. Each video starts 2 seconds 

before the athlete begins, which 

gives a good look at the start as 

well.  

It’s not magic, but it seems like it. 

We just need to tell the laptop 

what video to grab from the cam-

era that is constantly rolling. And 

the result is a video that can be 

watched next to another video 

without the hassle of trying to line 

them up at the exact start when 

you want to compare two athletes, 

or trails.  

Pretty Cool, eh? 

The key is to place the camera in 

the same place each and every time 

you record an event, this gives  you 

the same look over and over. 

When you start adding in other 

training tools, such as force plates 

that measure balance and explo-

sive power,  you now can  get right 

to the heart of what  an athlete 

needs to work on without guessing 

as to what is going on. 

Watch  this video for more:   

Zybek Automated File Reel 

TIPS AND TRICKS THAT WILL HELP YOU GET 
THE MOST OUT OF YOUR TIMING EQUIPMENT 
I end up speaking to a number of coaches and trainers every week, and I am always curi-

ous how they use our timing equipment. Given the number of sports and creative minds 

out there, I continue to be surprised as I learn how just versatile our equipment is.  

One thing that has struck me is that many facilities keep their timing equipment locked 

away, and only take it out when they want to take an official measurement of an athlete 

running at maximum effort. While there is nothing wrong with this, it’s kind of like using 

your microwave only for popcorn, even though it can do much, much more… 

The trainers getting the most out of their athletes keep the timers running on nearly eve-

rything they do—not only does this give them a sense of how much effort the athlete is 

exerting, but it gamifies the training by giving the athlete a number to beat.  

Another benefit to timing athletes during training is that it solidifies a “cause and effect” 

relationship between the small tweaks in technique and what they do to the overall time. 

Minor improvements make big differences when you are trying to shave tenths of a sec-

ond off something like the 5-10-5 or 3-cone. 

To make great use of your timing equipment, try making it a part of the evaluation of new 

athletes— however times alone only tell you a small part of the full story. By using the 

timers in conjunction with video and photos, you’ll know right away what to work on and 

what the potential of an athlete is.  

If you didn’t know, our PowerPack Professional System comes with software that con-

nects a USB camera to the laptop—this allows a trainer to take either photos or video of 

an athlete automatically. We use this at the NFL combine to take 4 photos 1/10 of a sec-

ond apart at the start of the 40-yd dash—and after looking at enough of these photos, you 

can almost predict who is going to run well and who won’t. Not to mention having a photo 

taken at the same time stamp over and over again makes comparing two different trials, 

or athletes, almost effortless.  

For more on the PowerPack Pro System, visit www.ZybekSports.com 
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Using video and automated timers together helps paint the full picture for a speed coach 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtk23an9ixc
http://www.zybeksports.com


Advanced Athlete Reports: 
the key to unlocking your future. 

world to test a variety of  athletes 

across countless sports.  It doesn’t 

matter if it is base running, or 

backwards sprints on ice skates, as 

long as two athletes take the same 

test and you grade it the same way 

(using a fully automated timer) 

you can fairly compare two ath-

letes against each other.  

What makes Zybek Expanded 

Reports so valuable as a tool, is 

the depth of data we have across 

the major sports. We can test a 16 

year old Defensive Back in Ohio 

and compare him to a 16 year old 

DB in California with the click of a 

button.  Knowing where you stack 

up is a great piece of information 

for an athlete, a coach or scout. 

Just as important, athletes can use 

the data  to find a position that is 

right for them. You might be a 

slow running back, but when com-

pared to outside linebackers, your 

speed is in the top tier. Finding 

the right position early can help an 

athlete get noticed sooner as they 

use the talents they have in a posi-

tion that is the best fit. 

When looking inside the numbers 

following a combine,  athletes can 

use these reports to break down 

their performance in each event.  

For example,  athletes either lose 

position or gain position when 

running the 40. If you start out 

20th in the first 10-yards, and 

drop to  30th  by the 20-yard split 

and hold that position until the 

end, an athlete knows to work on 

acceleration. 

Just the same,  an athlete gaining 

ground on others can work on 

their explosive power and starts -

not top end speed - if they want to 

improve their time.  

Yes. There are numbers inside the 

numbers and athletes should use 

every tool they can to get an edge 

and get noticed. 

FROM COMBINE TO FIRST ROUND PICK 

Recently we came across something pretty 

interesting when we were looking at po-

tential first round draft picks—it was a 

familiar name that stood out. 

Solomon Thomas. 

We first tested Solomon Thomas as a high 

school athlete at the U.S. Army All Ameri-

can Combine in San Antonio, Texas. And 

this made us a little curious… was he a late 

bloomer, or was his combine performance 

a glimpse into the future star? 

In his case, the combine numbers were 

spot on and  he was a freak of nature from 

the start.  Sure,  a good performance 

doesn’t guarantee future success—but at 

the very least, these combines are con-

firming  how useful they can be for identi-

fying the best of the best athletes at an 

early age.  

As time goes on, and as we continue to 

tests athletes at earlier ages, we are going 

to see more data that supports the validity 

of combine testing  as a method of finding 

the elite athletes.  

Sure, it’s not “THE” test, it’s a test—so 

athletes, I suggest you study. 
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1st Round, 3rd Overall Pick—2017 NFL Draft 

WHAT IS AGILITY ANYWAY? 

Though the terms ‘agility’ and ‘change of direction speed’ are often used interchangeably, 

recent knowledge has distinctively separated the two. 

Put simply, agility involves reactive abilities in unpredictable environments, while change 

of direction speed focuses purely on physical ability and is typically performed in pre-

planned environments. 

This infers that traditional agility tests (e.g. t-test and pro-agility) are not actually capable 

of measuring agility, so they really should be referred to as change of direction speed tests. 

Recent research has shown that higher-levels athletes perform better on agility tests than 

lower-level athletes, but the same does not apply to change of direction speed tests. 

If you want to measure agility, ask us about our Reactive Agility Timing (RAT) Products 

which measure reaction times in athletes, along with overall agility. These add-ons work in 

conjunction with our PowerPacks and Towers— to see it in action CLICK HERE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8FQ9kfE280&list=PLbnOTOoubRAQOy2PAAIPAF4rd_bcx34tO&index=3


Explosive Strength = Peak Force / Time to Peak Force 

Force Plates are gaining a lot of attention these days, thanks to their ability to assess bal-

ance, explosive power and how quickly we develop force when doing a movement. 

When talking about something like jumping, there are a number of factors involved, such 

as weight, acceleration, frictional force, etc. But for simplicity sake, let’s say an athlete can 

squat their body weight only, and they have a vertical of 16 inches. The athlete trains, and 

can now squat twice their body weight, and they are tested again, and they have managed 

to increase their vertical to 24 inches. The athlete continues to train and can now squat 3 

times their body weight, however when tested again, their vertical jump did not increase 

despite gains in strength.  Why? 

When an athlete preforms a movement, like jumping, gains in strength (Maximal Force) 

do not necessarily translate to jumping higher. The reason for this is the very short dura-

tion of the delivery phase – the athlete does not have the time to develop Maximal Force. 

In such situations, explosive strength, not the athlete’s maximal strength is the critical 

factor. Explosive Strength is the ability to exert maximal force in minimal time. 

So picture this, when an athlete perfects a movement, that the movement begins to be-

come faster, - this also means the time of motion gets shorter. So the better an athlete is 

at a movement, the greater the role that the Rate of Force Development plays in the 

achievement of high level performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

The rate of force development (RFD) is a measure of explosive strength, or simply how 

fast an athlete can develop force – hence the ‘rate’ of ‘force development’. This is defined 

as the speed in which the contractile elements of the muscle can develop force. Therefore, 

improving an athlete’s RFD may make them more explosive as they can develop larger 

forces in a shorter period of time. Developing a more explosive athlete, may improve their 

sporting performance. In fact, higher RFDs have been directly linked with better jump, 

sprint, cycling, weightlifting, and even golf swings. 

Many coaches and athletes make the mistake of training maximal muscular strength to 

improve a movement when the real need to is develop rate of force. 

Velocity is a major factor when talking about Force, which is what force plates are very 

good at measuring.  Motion Velocity increases when External Resistance decreases. For 

example, if an athlete remained the same strength and explosive power and lost 20 

pounds; their velocity would increase because their resistance (body weight) has de-

creased.  

It is impossible to exert a high force in very fast movements. If an athlete performs the 

first phase of a movement too fast, the ability to apply great force in the second phase 

may be somewhat diminished. For instance, too fast a start in lifting a barbell from the 

floor may prevent the athlete from exerting maximal force in the most advantageous posi-

tion – when the barbell is at their knees. 

The RFD is commonly believed to be manifested during the stretch-shortening cycle 

(SSC). Depending upon the duration of the stretch-shortening cycle (SSC), exercises are 

classified as either slow- (≥250 milliseconds) or fast-SSC (≤250 milliseconds) move-

ments. For example, a countermovement jump (CMJ) is classified as a slow-SSC move-

ment as the duration of the SSC lasts approximately 500 milliseconds. On the other hand, 

sprinting is classified as a fast-SSC movement as duration of the SSC last between 80-90 

milliseconds.  

To find out more, email us at Zybek Sports, as we custom design our force plates . 
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MAY THE FORCE PLATE BE WITH YOU... 

mailto:john@zybeksports.com


If you have been to our offices in Colorado, you probably know that engineers are not the 

most tidy people.  In fact, we are most happy when sparks are flying,  and the machine 

shop is noisy— but there comes a time when we have to act like adults and put on our  

responsible big boy pants—and sadly, that time is now. 

We have too much stuff. It’s true. We just couldn’t wait to build our new timers... 

Recently we revolutionized the timing industry by making a move from tripods to timing 

towers. Not only are these towers easier to set up, they are capable of so much more 

thanks to advancements made on the inside.  

More  towers mean less room in our offices, and that means less space to have fun and 

make even cooler stuff. So do us a favor and take some of our legacy timers from us. 

The timers are just as accurate, and if you travel with your equipment, you might prefer 

the more compact tripod systems we build. The NFL will likely stick with tripods for eter-

nity, because the scouting combine is the same year after year. (Why mess with success?) 

No, these tripod timing systems are not going away, but we are going to keep less on hand 

going forward. So get them while you can, because we are discounting our tripods until 

most of our stock is gone 

To see the discounts, simply select the system you want, and choose these options: 

 Base: {tripod} 

 Color: {standard} 

ZYBEK SPORTS SPRING CLEARANCE SALE 
Zybek Sports 

Zybek Sports is based in Westminster, 

Colorado (right between Denver and 

Boulder in case you were wondering.) 

We operate a full machine shop, and 

make pretty much everything you 

would want to purchase (and some 

gadgets you never knew you needed.) 

We love ideas for new products; sugges-

tions on features you would like to see; 

and we love to be a part of the future 

generation of athletes  in America. 

Youth sports are not just about scholar-

ships - it’s about being active,  building 

self-esteem, and learning life lessons.   

While football is our backbone, we test 

athletes in baseball, softball, volleyball, 

basketball, hockey— well, pretty much 

all sports (except Cricket - we still can’t 

understand that sport at all.) 

We don’t just sell timing devices- we 

partner with our customers to provide 

better tools; we help run combines; and 

we crunch data so athletes can under-

stand where they are, where they hope 

to be, and where the dream to be.  

Zybek Sports 

10855 Dover St. 

Suite 400 

Westminster, CO 80021 

 

E-mail: john@zybeksports.com 

 

Going forward, our timing towers  will be availa-

ble in Polished Aluminum, Zybek Red or Fully 

Custom if you are looking to match the colors of 

your college or weight room. Custom orders will 

take 4-6 weeks for delivery, but hey, good things 

come to those who wait. 

To order your custom Timing Towers or custom 

combine equipment packages, send us an email, 

fill out a form on the website - or better yet, stop 

by the offices (and bring a broom, because we 

will put your to work. Seriously.) 

SHOP NOW 

 Shop the Spring Clearance Sale Here at www.ZybekSports.com 

https://www.zybeksports.com/collections/combine-equipment-discounts-summer-clearance/products/powerpack-timing-system
https://www.zybeksports.com/collections/combine-equipment-discounts-summer-clearance/products/powerpack-timing-system



